
Shalom, with all the events that have taken place in the last 24 to 72 hours, I know some of you 

have been waiting for me to send out a newsletter. I wasn’t really planning on doing so, 

because basically at this point I don’t really know what else there is say except to keep each 

other and all of Yahuahs people in your prayers.  

 

My Abba has tried to warn people concerning these days for about 50 years. One of the first 

things that Yahuah taught him after he was converted was that Yahuahs people were going to 

go through the Great Tribulation. Which greatly “upset” his brothers and sisters who had been 

in the false church system already for some time, and they were quick to tell him “how wrong 

he was”. As this truth alone greatly destroys many false church teachings. But now we all are 

witnesses of this day and hour.  

 

We also warned before (and ever since) the abomination was performed on Mount Olives on 

pagan sept 27th 2019, that on Yom Teruah/Day of Trumpets 2019 - 1st day of the 7th 

Scriptural month (sunset pagan sept 28th ~through~ sunset sept 29th) was both the first day of 

the Great Tribulation and of the 1290 days of Daniel. We all know what began shortly after and 

all the many events seen since that time, including the roll out of the mark and number of the 

beast.  

 

Besides many posts and newsletters, we also made two video teachings almost a year ago 

concerning the great tribulation, mark of the beast, and more. And then the third video we put 

up about three weeks ago, that Abba titled “The 3rd Year of Great Tribulation - The War 

Against Yahuahs People”. I’ll put the links to all 3 of these videos at the end of this email.  

 

And yes, as of this past Yom Teruah/Day of Trumpets (pagan calendar sunset oct 6th 

~through~ sunset oct 7th 2021) we entered into the 3rd year of tribulation, and we continue to 

see the fulfillment of the prophecies written in Yahuahs Word concerning these days being 

fulfilled at an ever-quickening pace. Yet with all that is being witnessed, just as it was in the 

Days of Noah, it *IS Still* catching most of the world by surprise as was Written would 

happen… because people do not believe, and have rejected, Yahuahs Word which has caused 

them to remain blind.  

 

What is being seen right now is the beginning of the Gog-Ma Gog war, aka WW3. I have 

watched and read the responses from many people on different sites, from what they have 

stated and shared, that they are shocked by what is taking place in Ukraine. Yet still most don’t 

believe this will go further or etc. For most of the people in the western nations, war is 

something they watch on the news...  

Although it is expected, to me what is more concerning is if people are this shocked by what 

they see on videos about a nation far overseas that most people know nothing about... what 

are they going to do when it’s happening in the nation they dwell in? When they hear about 



cities they know coming under attack… when power and communications go down and they 

can’t get updated information, or know if their family and friends are safe or even alive… when 

they see jets or missiles going overhead, see explosions and other... or even see mushroom 

clouds in the distance in the general direction of a major city or military base....  

We have warned for many years that people need to be aware that these things were coming, 

and try to become spiritually, physically, and mentally prepared. To be out of the cities, to get 

prepared with necessities as best as they were able, to read and study Yahuahs Word and 

understand this was coming and come to terms with that. I know it may be “easier” for me to 

say, having been raised and taught from a child up knowing these days were coming and see 

the things leading up to this time.  

 

Yes, it is a very sad time to see come to pass and to witness these things happening. As is 

written this will be a time that never has been nor will be again [Matthew 23:21]. But as are 

these days of Great Tribulation, the speed and magnitude of events are only going to greatly 

increase in the weeks and months ahead.   

 

Just as it has been with the Truth of Yahuahs Word, people have rejected and refused to believe 

the truth of the many created events that HAVE BEEN taking place for many years leading up to 

this time. And now, as we warned would happen, the planned convergence of many major 

events is taking place right now all coming to a head very quickly. Yet most people still continue 

to refuse to believe what IS happening, let alone what is now directly ahead.  

Again, understand that the talmudic pharisaic elites are controlling BOTH SIDES, as they are the 

“top” of the beast system, and to whom satan gave them the dominion over the nations of the 

earth. This is not about nations squabbling or even valid reasons. This has all been planned and 

orchestrated by the elites creating events to further their agenda. At which we are now at the 

precipice of the events they believe will bring about their “ultimate goals”. This is why this is 

the time that satans wrath is being poured out, which is why this time is called the Great 

Tribulation. As it is first and foremost the war against Yahuahs people who are striving to serve 

Him by becoming obedient to His Word. And secondly all of physical Yisrael, even those who do 

not serve Yahuah. And then last all the rest of mankind. 

 

Yahuah tells us in His Word that the destruction of babylon will happen suddenly, even in “one 

hour”. The US makes up a large portion, or could even be called the “head”, of modern day 

babylon. Whether people refuse to believe it, or have accepted it and have prepared… either 

way this destruction *IS* coming to the US and the rest of the “western nations”, and all 

nations.  

 

If I can convey anything in this email, it is the need for people to try to grasp what this will 

mean for you personally. How it will affect you due to where you live, or where your other 

family members live. As almost everyone either lives in or will have some family in major cities, 



or in the military, etc. How will it affect you when you can’t reach them on the phone. When 

you can’t hear the “news” to know what is happening, if the city, area, or state your family 

members are in has had a major event happen there. And if so how bad. 

People need to try to accept that they are going to see these things happen, and deal with that 

now to try to prepare for it. Or else it will be such a shock and turmoil in their minds, many 

people will not be able to deal with it. Even people who have tried to prepare, may become so 

stunned that they just sit down and give up.  

Yahuah warned in His Word that people’s hearts will fail them from fear because of them 

seeing the things that come upon the earth [Luke 21:26]. Yes this can be the physical heart, and 

I’m sure that some people will literally die from heart attacks when they see these things 

happen. But also realize that most often in the Word when it speaks about the heart, it is 

talking about a persons Mind.  

 

I can’t put into words what the reality of these things will be when they happen. And yes it will 

be far worse than what we can “imagine”. But what do you think it will be like for those people 

who currently (and continue to) think these things are “unfathomable” and “impossible”, when 

it hits them in the face all at once. 

 

Many people in Ukraine are facing this now. I saw the video of how most of the Ukrainian 

people didn’t think anything else would happen with some even stating as much, even After 

Russia moved their military into the two states that declared independence. The common 

people as a whole didn’t do much of anything, until after the missiles began to hit military 

targets inside Ukraine. THEN people began to panic and run to the stores and buy food and 

whatever they could, run to the fuel stations and get what fuel they could, then the highways 

became grid locked by people trying to flee out of the cities. We have stated for Many Years 

that this is exactly what will take place here in the US and most nations.  

 

Only now are some people in eastern Europe beginning to question how “impossible” such 

events could really be for their nation. But people further away from that area, such as most of 

Europe, UK, US, Canada, Mexico, Australia, etc for the most part have not even given it thought 

yet. If anything most people think the worst that can happen is what will be claimed as “cyber 

attacks”, when they will take down communications, power grid, etc. And most will expect that 

will only be for short durations, such as hours or a day. Let alone any further events.  

 

And yes as we have warned for about the past year, as they stated this is their “dark winter”. 

And even though they are referring to mass death in general with that statement. Power and 

communication blackouts is likely the first thing that people will begin to experience, which can 

begin at any time now. And it is likely that the first “waves” of this may be for hours or days, 

and likely will end up with “rolling blackouts”. This will cause panic, the grocery stores and fuel 

stations will empty, markets and the dollar will nosedive or collapse, and much more. But it will 

Not stop there.  



 

No matter if by air or ground, done by “inside” or “outside” forces… we have discussed their 

“blackjack” scenario for many years. This time directly ahead in coming days is the highest 

possibility for such an event to take place across the western nations than ever before. If this is 

how it plays out or not, I do not know. But we do know that to most people, the destruction of 

babylon will happen suddenly, along with all her wealth (stock markets, currency, trade, etc) as 

is Written in the Word. 

 

As these events progress, it is what the talmudic pharisaic elites will use to get the people of 

the nations to call for WW3. Just as with what happened in WW1 and WW2, they always use 

events in order to get the people to react and get fully behind and demand the nation go to war 

to “stop/destroy the enemy”. This has already begun once again as is now being witnessed by 

many people’s statements, and protests beginning in different nations and cities, demanding 

that Russia be stopped and etc. News reporters asking “government officials” why hasn’t more 

been done already to stop Russia. And much other. But when these additional events are used, 

those questions and protests will turn to outcries and demands from the people across the 

Western/EU nations especially. Which is the elite’s full intent.  

 

As I stated in one post today about a protest in London, Quote: “we have stated for years now 

about how they use media and created events to get people of a nations "behind the cause", to 

call for their "pre-planned solution". Just like they did with pearl harbor, 9-11, and many other 

events. They use things to get the people to react with (in this case) "Stop Russia!"... well we 

know the direction that is headed...  

BUT even though a small number of people calling for this has already begun... we have NOT 

YET SEEN the "MAIN EVENT" to really get the populations of **ALL** the western nations to 

really rally behind the push for War. And that that SHOULD BE VERY UNSETTELING to say the 

least... because to get the people in all the western nations to rally behind what is WW3.... it 

would have to be an Event, or more likely many Events which happen simultaneously across the 

western nations. Further, for such a rally it will have to be an event of such magnitude and 

psychological effect, that it gets people into a "fight or die trying" state of mind to call for 

WW3. Of course the people in the western nations, and especially the US, for the most part 

believe their nations are "untouchable". 

Be Assured that whatever this "event" takes form in ....  IT. IS. COMING.”  

 

In short, it is most likely that power and communications outages will be next. Banking and 

economy of course is also another major psychological effect as well, as if say all card readers 

stop working and people suddenly can’t buy anything at the store. When they do start to work 

again, what do you think people will do when they as themselves the question “what if it 

happens again? what if next time they never work again??” or etc  

 



After those events, if you can see the news, you will likely hear about NATO having “emergency 

meetings” and etc. Then there will be an announcement that most likely will state something to 

the effect that NATO has invoked “Article 5” at which time military action through a “united 

NATO force” against Russia will begin. Of course Russia is not alone, as we have warned for 

many years about the BRICS nation alliance. They will have China, Indian, North Korea and 

others who at that time will openly state and show their military unity. And the Gog-Ma Gog 

war will continue to escalate from there.  

 

I’m not saying this is 100% the way it will go. But from what we have known for many years was 

coming, part of which has already happened, and what is taking place now. This is what I do 

believe in general will come next.  

I state these things in this email because people need to get mentally prepared to realize they 

are going to witness these things take place. And most people are not prepared at all, and those 

people will be in utter shock and disbelief. They will not be able to handle it and will basically 

shut down or freeze up, not being able to accept and do whatever they can when faced with 

the situation they are seeing. Others will go into “panic mode” which also accomplishes 

nothing, as if they do try to do anything it will be on a pure broken emotional state.  

 

**EDIT: I sent this out too quickly last night and missed the entire point of this.  

Pray and ask Yahauh to strengthen your heart/mind. That even when you witness all these 

things coming upon the earth, that you will not be shaken, that you will not be moved. As you 

can not help yourself, your family, or others if you can’t deal with what is taking place.  

I tried to share some of the links and videos on our fake book pages. Shared a lot more on our 

telegram channel. Regardless, this is likely to continue to escalate quickly. This will go beyond 

Ukraine boarders, the elites are going to make sure of that. The only question is exactly how 

quickly, which in any case you can bet it will be a short time.  

 

We pray for All of Yahuahs people across the nations, who are those striving to serve Him by 

seeking the truth and becoming obedient to His Word.  

 

~Shalom… even though there is no peace in these days of great tribulation 

 

 

→LINKS to the three video teachings in the order of when they were published: 

“Daniel 9:27 & The Mark of the Beast”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3OK0rYBtww  

 

“We are ALREADY IN the Great Tribulation!!” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkqgAGXn7B8  

 

“The 3rd Year of Great Tribulation - The War Against Yahuahs People” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3OK0rYBtww
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkqgAGXn7B8


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWtNExy7tUw 

 

 

__________________________________ 

 
if you wish to contact us, our email addresses are listed down below 
 
Our Main Website: www.YHRIM.com 

Our Telegram Channel Current Events Page: https://t.me/YHRIM_6003sc 

 
Our Facebook Current Events Page: http://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu 

Our YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/webmaster2850 
  

"No Scripture Ever Contradicts another Scripture, if it seems to we just need to adjust our 
perspective until we can see them clearly. Unless you can use All of Yahuahs Word without 
throwing any out, you can't Teach that subject Fully or Correctly." 

Ahmos/Amos 9:9-11 "For, see, I will command, and I will sift Beit Yisrael among all nations, like corn is sifted 
in a sieve, yet the least kernel of grain shall not fall upon the earth. 10 All the sinners of My people shall die by 
the sword, who say, The evil shall not overtake nor find us. 11 In that day I will raise up the Sukkah of 
Daood/David that has fallen, and close up the breaches of it; and I will raise up its ruins, and I will rebuild it as 
in the days of old:” 
Luka/Luke 21:28 ”And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for your 
Geulah/Redemption draws near.” 

Hoshea/Hosea 14:1-9 “4 I will heal their backsliding, I will love them instantly: for My anger will be turned 
away from him.” 
_____________ 

 

If you wish to contact us, you can email us at: 
Moshe EliYahu – moshe5998@gmail.com 
Simcha Nachamu - simchanachamu@gmail.com 
Yahusha ben Moshe EliYahu - warreng5995@gmail.com 
 
 -->NEW EMAIL ACCOUNT - yahusha-ben-moshe@protonmail.com 
This new email was made due to not receiving peoples emails, or people not receiving our replies. So 
even if you send an email to our “old gmail” accounts, please add this email also.  
 

Our email addresses, All Teaching Documents, Links to our YouTube channel and 
Much More are All on our main website: www.YHRIM.com 
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